
KRYSSTAL WRITING AND SCRIPTS FOR CHILDREN

Evolution of Writing and Scripts. The Evolution of. Syllabaries and Alphabets. Click on the name of a script to see
selected samples. Evolution of Scripts.

One of the oldest of these languages is Bulgarian. The Phoenicians were great traders across the sea and their
alphabet spread far and wide. Very little is known about this branch as only a few manuscripts dating from AD
are in existence. The most important is Russian. They then start to develop their own scripts based on these
improvisations. Icelandic is the least changed of the Germanic Languages - being close to Old Norse. The
letters Y and Z were near the beginning of the Greek alphabet. Writing alphabet sheet I recommend using the
Touch and Say phonics as part of an overall Phonics and reading program. Once children have written up their
play script, they may be encouraged to improve it, by adding stage directions in brackets. Urdu is spoken by
the Muslims so uses the Arabic Nastaliq script. Greek has three genders and four cases for nouns but no form
of the verb infinitive. Until the s Greek was a Diglossic language. Lithuanian has three numbers: singular, dual
and plural. It has been written in the Latin script since ; this replaced a number of writing systems including
Greek and Arabic scripts. They were dropped from the original Latin alphabet and then re-added at the end.
There are two dialects that have been diverging for years. English has lost gender and case. Romansh is a
minority language in Switzerland. It's easy with the Writing Wizard. For example: How play scripts are used
in primary school Children start using drama in the Foundation Stage , where they may be asked to imagine
roles and experiences and act these out. Each sheet has the uppercase alphabet with arrows to show pupils
where to begin writing their letters. Using whiteboard pens your pupils can practise writing sounds that reach
to the sky e. Case is the property where a noun takes a different ending depending on its role in a sentence.
Hindi uses the Devanagari writing system derived from the extinct language Sanskrit; Urdu writing uses the
Nastaliq script derived from Arabic. They are derived from Sanskrit the classical language of Hinduism dating
from BC. Latin is one of the most important classical languages. One group of Celts moved back to France.
The most widely spoken of these languages is Spanish. Ladino was the language spoken by Spain's Jewish
population when they were expelled in  Your child will learn the following facts about the play scripts they
read, write and perform: A play script will include a list of characters at the very beginning. Stage directions
for the actors are written every now and again in italics and brackets. Similarly, Croatian and Serbian use the
Latin and Cyrillic alphabets respectively even though the two languages are very closely related. These two
languages are found in north and central India and Pakistan. Tibetan script derives from the North Indian
systems. This gave rise to Pali the language of Buddhism , Ardhamagadhi the language of Jainism and the
ancestors of the modern North Indian languages. Writing systems can be deployed for political or religious
reasons as well as linguistic ones. An even closer relative is Frisian. Most modern Romance languages have
only two genders, no cases and a Subject-Verb-Object structure.


